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That's what Earth Week is all about.
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The goal of the Earth Week Committee and its thousands of sponsors and supporters is not to strive for survival by merely hanging on for

another day or another year. That would be both absurd and unacceptable. . .

Our immediate objective is to replace apathy with a public awareness of the dangers and challenges of the ecological crisis which confronts

this nation. Subsequently, we will endeavor to translate the concern aroused into commitment—individual, corporate, and political—that will bring

about the action which survival demands. Yesterday’s whimper will become tomorrow’s roar.

The question is no longer: Can we afford the price of ecological revival? Rather, it’s the more vital one: Can we afford the cost of our own

ignorance and unchecked disregard for the planet which we inhabit?
And there are others, similarly vexing, yet equally crucial:

—Can we afford unlimited production and profits ... at any price?

—Can we tolerate technological advance and ecological retreat?

—Can we accept the human, wildlife, and horticultural casualties claimed by our rising demands for comfort and convenience?


